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1. Introduction
Modern information technologies have given to unscrupulous authors a simple and 

effective tool to usurp someone else’s results with minimal effort. Modern plagiarism de-
tection systems (PDS), such as TurnitIn1, Antiplagiat2 and others detect “copy and paste” 
plagiarism in research or student papers with high recall and precision. Therefore un-
scrupulous authors use various obfuscation techniques (noise bringing) to their text doc-
uments without substantial modification of its meaning and content. This obfuscation 
can be done automatically by disturbing plagiarized text fragments using hidden text, 
pictures, non-standard symbols, formulas etc. to prevent correct text extraction from 
documents in common formats (PDF, Microsoft Word). PDS developers considered this 
problem, so most of such obfuscation techniques can be successfully detected. The other 
ways to hide the plagiarism from PDS is to use a little more time consuming techniques: 
paraphrasing the original text and/or translation from another language. In such case, 
it expands from “text stealing” (improper citation) to wrongful appropriation of thoughts 
and ideas. Therefore, the task is beyond the detection of improper citations and goes 
to judgment of novelty and originality of information presented in scientific or student 
papers. This judgment is a vital part of scientific expertise or student works checking. 
Obviously, such expertise is impossible without PDS. However, the detection of rewrit-
ten paraphrased and/or translated texts is challenging for modern PDS. Therefore, the 
research of new methods for detection of paraphrased and translated plagiarism on big 
data sources is an important scientific task related to information retrieval.

The best and complete solution could not be found without well-grounded and 
representative evaluation of different approaches for the addressed problems. The 
evaluation of information retrieval methods for modern PDS requires a large dataset 
containing original and plagiarized texts for training and testing.

This research addresses the task of creating a dataset for plagiarism detection. It fo-
cuses on paraphrased text plagiarism that comes from the real world practice. The main 
research goal is to create the ParaPlag—a large text dataset in Russian to evaluate and 
compare quality metrics of different plagiarism detection approaches that deal with a big 
data. The analysis of text rewrite techniques used by unscrupulous authors is also in fo-
cus in our research. We also propose a guide for writers who want to contribute to the 
ParaPlag and extend it. The competition PlagEvalRus-2017 aimed to evaluate quality 
of PDS uses the ParaPlag as a main dataset for source retrieval and text alignment tasks.

2. Related work

It is very important to have a standardized dataset to evaluate new plagiarism 
detection methods. Having such dataset, it is possible to get comparable results of the 
evaluation. The dataset should be large and represent different text reuse techniques. 
Therefore, one can test a plagiarism detection method in conditions, which are close 
to the terms of a real world.

1 http://turnitin.com

2 http://antiplagiat.ru
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Actually there are a few open datasets for such evaluation and mostly used 
is PAN-PC-11 corpus (Potthast et al., 2010). This corpus was used in PAN competition 
that held yearly since 2009 until 2015 year. The corpus consists of texts in English 
that were created by borrowing text of books from Gutenberg collection. Reused text 
was modified automatically and manually. Since text is borrowed randomly from any 
book, the suspicious documents do not belong to the same topic as sources. This is the 
main concern related with this corpus and it makes it suitable only for evaluation 
of the text alignment task.

The paper (Gollub, T. et al., 2012) introduces the TIRA platform as a standard 
framework for PDS evaluation. It is a playground for text alignment and source re-
trieval tracks. TIRA contains Webis-TRC-12 (Potthast et al., 2013) that aims to ad-
dress the aforementioned issue. Each suspicious document from this corpus was cre-
ated manually and writers should have tried to hide the plagiarism. Web pages from 
ClueWeb dataset3 are the sources for manually written essays (Potthast et al., 2013). 
The writers found the materials for their plagiarized essays using Chat Noir (Potthast 
et al., 2012) and Indri search engines. Therefore, the source documents are safely 
hidden among tens of millions of web pages. Thus, this corpus is suitable for source 
retrieval task on PAN competition. Under the TIRA this task can be solved using the 
aforementioned search engines as an entry point to the ClueWeb dataset. In common, 
suspicious passages are queries and search results are candidates for deep analysis. 
However the real world PDS require their own indexes and special data structures 
to deal with plagiarism with high efficiency. Therefore, one needs to index about 504 
million web pages (the size of the part of ClueWeb in English) to deal with source re-
trieval and text alignment in real applications.

Other related research includes the Semeval workshop, which has a corpus for 
methods that estimate Semantic Textual Similarity (Agirre, E., et al., 2015). This task 
is close to the text alignment for plagiarism detection, but it focuses on more precise 
alignments between chunks. The corpus contains sentences in English and Spanish 
(news headlines, image descriptions, answer pairs from a tutorial dialogue system, 
etc.) but it is relatively small and therefore it could not be used as a dataset for complex 
plagiarism detection.

The competition on paraphrase detection in Russian texts uses the specially cre-
ated and extensible open corpus containing sentence pairs (Pronoza, E., et al. 2016). 
The task follows the standard procedure: the participating method takes a pair of sen-
tences and returns the similarity class as a response. There are three cases: precise 
paraphrase, near paraphrase and non-paraphrase.

Other research (Burrows, S. et al., 2013) studies some paraphrase techniques 
(including translation) and discusses the construction of a paraphrase corpus via 
crowdsourcing. It also gives a brief review for some other datasets mostly contain-
ing paraphrases at sentence-level developed in English: (Dolan, W. B., Brockett, C., 
2005), (Clough, P. et al., 2002). The research by Madnani and Dorr (Madnani, N., 
Dorr, B. J., 2010) discusses the automatic generating of phrasal and sentential para-
phrases, and gives a review of paraphrasing techniques.

3 http://www.lemurproject.org/clueweb09/index.php
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As we have seen, none of the discussed researches presents a dataset for para-
phrased plagiarism detection. The standard solution (TIRA) for PDS evaluation does 
not have a dataset for Russian. There is no study for Russian covering techniques that 
unscrupulous authors use (can use) during the writing of plagiarized texts to hide the 
fact of plagiarism. The current paper will study all these aspects.

3. Creating the dataset

3.1. Common considerations

The creation of the ParaPlag was inspired by our own need to evaluate quality 
of our PDS which implements some original plagiarism detection methods for English 
and Russian. The PAN CLEF provides a great opportunity to test them but has some 
significant limitations. Participants need to use two standard search engines, and 
tasks do not contain texts in Russian. An alternative approach to evaluate the quality 
of plagiarism detection for texts in Russian is to use the available results of plagiarism 
investigations done by experts based on Russian Ph.D. theses repository—Dissernet4. 
However, in most cases each document from Dissernet contains text reuse from a few 
sources as a pure “copy-paste” with minimal changes. So it does not contain any sig-
nificant paraphrase (or it was not be marked by experts as text reuse).

At the early stage of our research, we have considered approaches for automated 
generation of paraphrased plagiarized data. However, the automatic paraphrase 
(even synonymization) of the given text is a quite challenging task if we want to keep 
the original sense. The synonymization tools are widespread but their automatic us-
age makes text meaningless and ugly. Therefore, we asked some students to be writ-
ers of plagiarized texts. They were motivated to produce non-original texts and hide 
plagiarism whenever possible. However, our writers are not professional plagiarists 
in general. They are not also experts in linguistics or information retrieval. Therefore, 
we provide a guide describing the writing process and set up general requirements.

The results of writings are “essays” on different topics chosen on authors wish 
and interest. We tried to avoid the duplication of topics so we maintain a registry 
of topics for essays. By doing this we address the sources duplication problem, which 
will be discussed later.

Essays were written in Russian using special format (Microsoft Excel sheets), 
so we can extract a markup and transform it into different tasks related to a PDS evalua-
tion. The file with an essay contains the following fields: number of fragment, filename 
of source document (empty for original fragments), rewritten fragment (the text of an es-
say), source fragments (taken from source document), and applied rewrite techniques.

Writers are free to find sources for their topics on the Web and use documents 
in common formats (plain text, HTML, PDF, Microsoft Word).

According to the guide, our writers should work at the sentence level, so atomic 
text fragment, which could be reused, is one sentence. The motivation is that each sen-
tence expresses a statement, question, exclamation, request, command or suggestion, 

4 https://www.dissernet.org/
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which could be taken from source text and paraphrased. In general, modern PDS 
perform well in case when unscrupulous authors change the sentence order in non-
original text. Therefore, we did not introduce special requirements on sentence order-
ing. Writers can mix sentences from different sources and sometimes insert original 
sentences between plagiarized sentences.

To summarize, essays contain original and paraphrased fragments, which are 
produced by writers with the following rewrite techniques.

3.2. Text rewrite techniques

We consider the following most common techniques, which are often used by au-
thors to modify the original sentences and hide reused text from PDS:

1. DEL—Delete some words (about 20%) of the original sentence;
2. ADD—Add some words (about 20%) into the original sentence;
3.  LPR (Light Paraphrase)—for Essays-1: Replace some words or phrases of the 

original sentence with synonyms, reorder clauses, add new words. For Es-
says-2: change word forms (number, case, form and verb tense, etc.) for 
some words (about 30%) in the original sentence;

4.  SHF (shuffling)—Change the order of words or clauses in the original sentence;
5.  CCT (concatenation)—Concatenate two or more original sentences into one 

sentence;
6.  SEP or SSP (sentence splitting/separation)—Split the original sentence into two 

or more sentences (possibly with a change in the order they appear in the text).
7.  SYN (synonymizing)—Replace some words or phrases of the original sen-

tence with synonyms (e.g. “sodium chloride”—“salt”), replace abbreviations 
to their full transcripts, and vice versa, replace the person’s name with the 
name initial, etc.

8.  HPR (Heavy Paraphrase)—Complex rewrite of the original sentence, which 
combines 3–5 or even more aforementioned techniques. This type involves 
significant changes of the source text by paraphrase using idioms, synonyms 
for complex structures, a permutation of words or parts of a complex sentence, 
etc. Usage of this technique produces strongly paraphrased texts. So in some 
cases even the experts hardly to consider the rewritten text as plagiarized.

9.  CPY—Copy the sentence from source and paste it into essay almost with 
no changes.

3.3. Writing the essays

We have prepared two tasks for our writers. The rules for the first task (Essays-1) 
were the following:

a)  Each essay must contain at least 150 sentences (sentences shorter than 
3 words are not taken into account);

b)  Plagiarized sentences should be taken from at least 5 different source documents;
c)  Each sentence must be ether rewritten from source using one of aforemen-

tioned techniques (1–3, 5–6, 8–9) or must be original. An author should 
specify an applied technique for each sentence;
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d)  The ratio of sentences with techniques used to rewrite them and amount 
of original fragments was limited. The soft limits were set as follows: origi-
nal sentences ~10–40%., CPY ~5–30%, DEL ~20–30%, ADD ~15–25%, 
~LPR~10–30%, CCT ~5–15%, SEP ~5–15%, HPR ~5–20%. However, these 
limits can vary from writer to writer;

e)  Techniques 5–6 allow light modification of sentence (addition /deletion 
of 10–15% of words).

After collecting some data for Essays-1 task, we have changed the rules and 
formed the second task (Essays-2):

a)  Each essay shall contain at least 100 sentences (sentences shorter than 
3 words are not taken into account), and at least 150 sentences from sources 
should be used;

b)  Plagiarized sentences should be taken from at least 5 different source 
documents;

c)  Each sentence either must be rewritten from source using several (more than 
one!) aforementioned techniques (1–8) or must be original. “Copy-and paste” 
text reuse is not allowed. An author should specify all applied techniques for 
each sentence;

d)  The ratio of sentences with techniques used to rewrite them and amount 
of original fragments was limited as follows: original sentences ~5–10%., 
CPY ~0%, HPR ~20–40%. Other technique at least 10% for each type. 
However, these limits can vary from writer to writer. If some fragment was 
strongly changed, so one cannot clearly define the applied techniques, it is pos-
sible to mark this fragment with the HPR type. In other cases, all techniques 
must mark the considered fragment.

There is the additional limitation for the both tasks: each writer shall prepare 
no more than 10 essays.

Using the two tasks for our writers, we have collected the two testing subsets: Es-
says-1 and Essays-2, which have different characteristics. Essays-1 contains mostly es-
says with large amount of “atomic” usage of the paraphrasing techniques. Essays-2 is a lit-
tle bit more complex test set with large amount of heavily paraphrased fragments.

We have had very responsible writers but always remember the principle “errare hu-
manum est”. Therefore, we developed validating tools to ensure writers understand and 
fulfill our requirements. Tools automate detection of common errors, so supervision pro-
cess gets simple. Tools control some characteristics of written essays such as percentage 
of techniques used, misspells in names of techniques. Tools check that sentences rewritten 
with DEL have less word, and sentences rewritten with ADD have more words than origi-
nal. For LPR-sentences, tools control the grammatical form changing. Tools also ensure 
that source sentences can be found in corresponding source documents, and original sen-
tences are not taken from this sources. Thus, all essays written under the first and second 
tasks are validated with a help of these tools, and writers usually correct found errors.

Both subsets will be yet another dataset for text alignment with paraphrased pla-
giarism. To set up a complex task for source retrieval we must hide source documents 
in large dataset and deal with some issues with it.
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3.4. Building the background dataset for source retrieval

Building the background set of documents comprises the two preliminary steps: 
web crawling and plain text extraction. Both steps were done using Exactus Expert 
crawling subsystem (Osipov, G., et al., 2016). Documents were crawled from the Web 
sources: Russian Wikipedia5, Cyberleninka6 and Student Essays7. We have added 
sources from written essays to it. After that, a plain text was extracted from all docu-
ments and a unique numeric id was assigned to each document. We also provide a map-
ping from essays to sources into the dataset for training PDS on source retrieval task.

In fact a simple combining a large dataset of documents from the Web and sources 
from essays can give biased results in source retrieval competition, since there could 
be (and actually there are) a lot of near-duplicates. Near-duplicates share almost iden-
tical content, so if there are near duplicates for some sources of essays, they likely will 
be found by competitors. However, these findings will be treated as false positives, 
since they are not in original mapping that comes with essays. PAN source retrieval 
track deals with this problem using near-duplicate detection. The same problem ap-
pears even if source and some other document are not near-duplicates but share some 
text fragments. Obviously, this could affect the results of PDS evaluation.

We decided to address this problem on the stage of building of our dataset. 
We have indexed all crawled documents using TextApp: the search and analytical 
engine—the successor of Exactus Expert (Osipov, G., et al., 2016). After that, we fil-
tered out all near-duplicates to sources, which came from essays. We use the function 
of TextApp8 that searches for topically similar documents for a given query document 
(Suvorov, R. E., Sochenkov, I. V., 2015). It is rather similar to the inverted index based 
approaches (Ilyinski, S., et al., 2002), (Ageev, M. S., Dobrov, B. V., 2011), but uses not 
only single words but also noun phrases as features to represent documents. Thus, 
we are ready to present the first version of ParaPlag: the Russian dataset for para-
phrased plagiarism detection.

3.5. The dataset statistics

As of writing, our volunteers continue to work on additional essays of type 2 (Es-
says-2), which will be suitable for future PDS training and testing. However, we are 
ready to present the current statistics on our dataset (table 1).

The subset Essays-1 contains 118 documents, whilst the subset Essays-2 con-
tains 34 documents currently.

Table 2 presents the statistics on distribution of text rewrite techniques used 
by writers in Essays-1. As we have said before, in this subset each fragment is marked 
with the technique used to rewrite it.

5 https://ru.wikipedia.org

6 http://cyberleninka.ru

7 http://studopedia.ru, http://www.bestreferat.ru, http://allbest.ru, http://do.gendocs.ru,

8 http://demo.textapp.ru/
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Table 1. ParaPlag documents statistics9

Source Documents count Comments
Cyberleninka 1,037,540 Crawled on August, 2016
Russian Wikipedia 1,330,783 Used the official dump on August, 20169
Student Referats 3,325,255 Crawled on November, 2016
Academic texts 12,183
Sources from essays 2,037
TOTAL: 5,707,798

Table 2. Distribution of text rewrite techniques in Essays-1

Technique Fragments count
CPY: 1,596
LPR: 2,870
HPR: 1,839
ORIG: 1,956

Technique Fragments count
DEL: 3,970
ADD: 2,930
CCT: 1,198
SSP: 1,627
TOTAL: 17,986

Table 3. Distribution of text rewrite techniques in Essays-2

Technique Fragments count
LPR: 993
HPR: 938
ORIG: 274
DEL: 1,450
ADD: 1,231

Technique Fragments count
CCT: 490
SSP: 29
SHF: 750
SEP: 366
SYN: 1,508
TOTAL: 8,029

Table 4. Most popular combinations of text rewrite 
techniques in Essays-2 and their distribution10

Techniques Fragments count
DEL, SYN: 709
ADD, SYN: 669
DEL, ADD: 625
LPR, SYN: 518
LPR, DEL: 487
SHF, SYN: 409

Techniques Fragments count
LPR, ADD: 400
DEL, SHF: 359
DEL, ADD, SYN: 327
ADD, SHF: 315
HPR, SYN: 303
HPR, ADD: 296

Tables 3 and 4 show the distribution of text rewrite techniques and their combi-
nations used by writers in Essays-2. Each fragment of essay in this subset is marked 
by at least two techniques used to paraphrase it.

9 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/

10 The top 12 frequent combinations, which appear at least 99 times
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We performed comparison of plagiarized sentences with sentences from sources. 
Like in (Potthast et al., 2010) we used N-gram vector space model (VSM) where N ranges 
from 1 to 8 words. We performed following preparations: words were normalized (via 
pymorphy2 (Korobov, 2015)), stop words were removed (prepositions, conjunctions, 
participles), N-grams were TF-weighted. The cosine measure was employed to compute 
similarity between sentences. Figures 1 and 3 show the obtained similarities for Es-
says-1 and Essays-2 respectively. The box plots show the middle 50% of the respec-
tive similarity distributions as well as median similarities. The high value of similarity 
under 1-gram VSM indicates that essays and sources are about the same topic, since 
they share considerable amount of their vocabulary. The varying decrease of similarity 
under N-gram VSM (N>2) pinpoints the difference between two collections.

fig. 1. Distribution of measured similarities for Essays-1

Each box plot shows the middle range of the distribution of measured similari-
ties. The top of each box is the 75th percentile, the bottom is the 25th percentile, and 
the line in a box is a median of distribution. The upper and lower caps show 95th and 
5th percentiles respectively.

Essays-1 collection contains copy-paste fragments, therefore its average similarity 
is relatively high even for large N (such as 6, 7). It means that essays from this collection 
can be found quite easily with the common methods (so-called shingles) and do not 
pose serious difficulties for participants of the source retrieval task. However, the col-
lection contains disguised plagiarized text—64% of all sentences, among them: 38% 
with the light obfuscation techniques (ADD, DEL) and 26% with moderate or heavy 
obfuscations (LPR, HPR). It makes this collection appropriate for text alignment task. 
The measured similarity for each obfuscation type is presented in the figure 2.
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fig. 2. Distribution of measured similarities per 
obfuscation type for Essays-1

fig. 3. Distribution of measured similarities for Essays-2
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This figure emphasizes the aforementioned characteristics of obfuscation tech-
niques: as DEL, ADD being easy for detection, LPR, HPR being moderately or heav-
ily paraphrased text and CCT, SSP being almost verbatim compilation/decompilation 
of a source text. CCT and SSP were meant to introduce obfuscation via destruction 
of the structure of reused sentences and there were no special requirements for dis-
guising of a text.

The decrease of similarity for Essays-2 is quite steep. The main difference from 
Essays-1 is the lack of any copy-paste text from the sources. There are 30–60% 
of 3-gram in common only for 25% of all sentence pairs. It means that source retrieval 
and text alignment performed on this collection can be a challenging task. Figure 
4 shows the distribution of similarity for each obfuscation type of Essays-2 collection.

fig. 4. Distribution of measured similarities per 
obfuscation type for Essays-2

There is a similar pattern for all distributions, which reflects the distribution 
of similarity for all pairs. It can be explained that these techniques were used usually 
together, not separately as was the case in the collection Essays-1. Another difference 
from Essays-1 is the usage of CCT technique. It commonly indicates that a passage 
of a text (3–6 sentences) were used to produce short summary.
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4. ParaPlag as a training dataset on PlagEvalRus-2017
The Russian Plagiarism Evaluation Seminar uses the ParaPlag as a primary 

dataset. The organizing committee decided to use Essays-1 and Essays-2 subsets 
as a training data for source retrieval and text alignment tracks. They also have au-
tomatically generated copy-paste and paraphrased essays to evaluate quality metrics 
on a big test set. The independent essay writers were encouraged to prepare additional 
test set similar to Essays-2. For this test set writers use TextApp as a search engine 
with indexed ParaPlag to find sources for their topics. Therefore, they do not extend 
the sources set. Three testing subsets (manually written essays, generated copy-paste 
and generated paraphrased essays) were merged and offered to competitors as a tasks 
in the form of plain text. Competitors do not know the mappings to sources and align-
ment for this training data. Thus, they should send the results of their PDS on these 
tasks. Finally, the organizers will calculate quality metrics according the source re-
trieval and text alignment tracks.

5. Conclusion and future work

We presented the ParaPlag: the Russian dataset for evaluating methods for 
paraphrased plagiarism detection. The ParaPlag is open and available on the Web11. 
It is used as one of the main datasets on PlagEvalRus-2017 competition. We plan to an-
alyze the participants feedback and provide the updated version of this dataset. Hope 
it helps to advance the quality of modern PDS. We will continue our work on the typol-
ogy of techniques used to paraphrase text and hide the plagiarism.

We plan to develop an integrated plagiarism detection task that encourages com-
petitors to solve both source retrieval and text alignment in one track using their own pla-
giarism retrieval engines. The idea is that competitors need to find sources first and then 
to align plagiarized fragments, so these two stages could not be optimized separately.

In addition, the ParaPlag can be developed in other directions. As we have previ-
ously said, unscrupulous authors can use tools and methods to prevent correct text 
extraction from plagiarized documents in common formats. It is possible to investi-
gate the ways that such tools “bring noise” to the documents to disturb text extrac-
tion procedures. Developing the test dataset of such obfuscated documents in differ-
ent formats can boost methods that can detect and withstand “noise bringing” tools. 
Another challenging task for the future is to create a parallel (i.e. English–Russian) 
dataset for translated plagiarism detection.
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